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R E M A R K S T O T H E C H R O N O L O G Y O F T H E ei, ou 
M O N O P H T H O N G I Z A T I O N I N G R E E K 

In the particular Greek dialects the chronological classification of the mono-
phthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou has not been hitherto separately considered 
to a sufficient degree, so that the general impression has been induced, as if in all 
the Greek dialects the monophthongization had been accomplished by the time of the 
general introduction of the Ionic alphabet, i. e. before 350 B. C. Most recently, 
Vega seems to support this view as regards almost all Greek dialects.1 On the 
contrary, our present paper has been inspired by the opposite views occasionally 
expressed by some other scholars.2 The purpose of our paper is not only to show 
that the above opinion is not entirely reliable, but also to place the question of the 
monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou among the wider problems of the 
..secondary Greek e, o",3 and, consequently, to use it for classifying the ancient 
Greek dialects about 350 B. C. 

There exists both direct and indirect evidence proving the time when the 
diphthongs ei, ou became monophthongs. Direct evidence can only be established 
by tracing in the particular dialects — and, above all, in the periods when local 
epichoric alphabets were still used in the non-Ionic dialects — whether E , I, 0 or Y 
respectively were not written in the place of the old diphthongs ei or ou. Records 
of this kind occur rather rarely. 

The sign E instead of ei appears in the most ancient inscriptions of Corinthus 
(cf. the occurences of IJoredd- as early as in the 7th cent. B. C.)4 and in those of 
Megaris (ag/E Schw.5 165 g, fragm. def 7 /titulus Selinusius Olympiae repertus; 
VI a ex.?/, EJixAEdag Schw. 151 /Megara, Va?/), and sporadically in Laconian 
(&§8tt.ag Schw. 1514 /tit. Spartae Deli repertus; intra 403—399/), Lesbian (<Pidt6 
Schw. 6372 /Thymbrai, V a/), Attic (Ileoidog* /IV"/)7, and Ionic {Inev Milet8 III 
132o2 /VI*/), and Pamphylian might be added as well (cf. xeo&ai = xelo&cu Schw. 
68626 /Sillyon, IV pars prior/). The greatest progress in this respect was no doubt 
reached in Boeotian, in the epichoric alphabet of which the monophthongal substitute 
for the original ei is often represented partly by the special letter h probably indica
ting an articulated vowel somewhere between I and i (Thoifievis Schw. 478B9 
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/Thespiai, V a post./), partly also directly by the letter I (e. g. IH^OQXOZ Schw. 451 
A 1 3 /Tanagra, V a post./). 

On the other hand, the monophthongized ou occurs in the graphic form 0 only 
in Attic and Ionic, and that especially in the none too clear roro (= rovro), or 
in some other forms of this demonstrative pronoun (in Attica rorov occurs already 
on the vase of Dipylos from the eighth century).9 

Also some indirect evidence, however, proving the accomplished monophthong-
ization of the diphthongs ei, ou is of considerable conclusive value. Most relevant 
are those cases in which the secondary e or o — which in the respective Greek dialects 
came into existence either as a result of compensatory lengthening or of the e + e 
and o + o contractions — acquired the graphic form EI, OY already before the 
general introduction of the Ionic alphabet. In each of these cases it is necessarily 
taken for granted that the above mentioned graphic form could, in no circumstances, 
represent a real diphthong in the respective dialect. This ancient EI, OY with the 
phonetic value of some monophthongal e, o appears not only in Ionic (e. g., eifii 
Schw. 723,3 /Miletos, VI med./), but also in Old Attic (e. g., el/ii10 /VI ex./, Airov^10 

/VI ex./), in the epichoric alphabets of West Locris (e. g., elfiev often in Schw. 362 
/Oiantheia, V* pars prior/, iv AOPQOVQ /l . c.ao/), Phocis (e. g., xaxayooehoi Schw. 
323A40 /Delphi, 400/390/, rov dgo/iov Schw. 321x /Delphi, V a pars post./), Corinth 
and Corinthian settlements (e. g., inolei Schw. 133,12 /Korkyra, VI a / , hviov, dapov 
1. o.!.,), Argolis (e. g., KXeltOQ GDI 1 1 32609 /Argos, VI?/, Mvaaiov 1. c 4). Further 
we find EI for the secondary e once in archaic Thera ([K]A.eioiri(A,og GDI 4805575 

/VI11?/). 

Nevertheless, it is possible to consider as sufficiently conclusive for the period 
about the year 350 B. C. also such cases in which the graphic signs EI, OY are used 
fairly regularly — i. e. without any particular variation — in the place of the second
ary monophthongal e, o immediately after the introduction of the Ionic alphabet 
into the respective dialects.12 This happened not only in the just mentioned dialects, 
but also in Megarian,13 in almost the entire East Aegean Doric14 and in Thessalian 
in regard both to EI and OY, and in Boeotian15 and Pamphylian with the restrict
ion to E I . 1 6 

Besides Boeotian and Pamphylian offer special cases of indirect evidence of 
the monophthongization of the diphthong ou, as the spelling OY began to be 
used here in the place of the original Greek a after the introduction of the Ionic 
alphabet. In Schw. 467 /Thebes, between 355 and 346a/ Boeotian forms such as 
e - g- XQOvoio) are still rare, but later their number increases.17 Considering that 
Boeotian may have adopted the Ionic alphabet through Attic, the latter example 
at the same time serves as basic evidence of the fact that also in Attic the diphthong 
ou was a monophthong as far back as 350 B. C. and possibly even somewhat earlier. 
(A similar basic conclusion about the early Ionic monophthongization of the 
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diphthongs ei, ou could admittedly have been drawn from the very fact that in all 
the Greek dialects it was customary to use the graphic forms EI, OY instead of the 
secondary e, o in the connection with the spreading of the Ionic alphabet.) As for 
Pamphylian, the spelling OY in lieu of the original Greek u or 5 is found as late 
as in the second cent. B. C. (e. g., yovvd Bean 17.20 or AiFovg = Ai(f)6g Bean l), 1 8 

nevertheless the extremely close quality of the Pamphylian monophthong arisen 
from ou makes it probable that the monophthongization itself took place in Pam
phylian pretty soon before the 2nd cent. B. C. 

From the evidence presented above it follows that the monophthongization of 
the diphthongs ci, u?/ can be positively proved for the period before 350 B. C. only 
in those Greek dialects, in which either a new close e, 0 had developed earlier side 
by side with the original universal e, o as a result of compensatory lengthening or 
contraction, or in which the close s, 3 had resulted from shifting universal e, o into 
a closed position. This argument may seem to be based on a vicious circle, for it 
was only in the dialects with close 5, 5 arisen in another way than by monophthong
ization that it was possible to use the spellings EI, OY to express the undoubtedly 
close s, d.w Only in the dialects of this type, i. e. in all the Greek dialects with two 
kinds of e and o in which the closed pair had arisen by compensatory lengthening or 
contraction, and, moreover, in Thessalian and partly Boeotian, we can seek for 
indirect evidence of the monophthongization of the two diphthongs. On the other 
hand, this criterion cannot be applied to those dialects in which there had never 
existed any phonemically independent close B, 0 arisen in another way than by the 
supposed monophthongization of ei and ou, i. e. to Arcadian, Cyprian, Lesbian, 
Elean,2 0 Laconian, and apparently also to Cretan and Cyrenaean.21 The latter case 
namely concerns all the dialects in which each secondary e, o resulting from compens
atory lengthening or contraction merged with the old primary e, o in universal e, o, 
i. e. probably in some long mid e, o;22 consequently the use of the graphic signs EI, 
OY was here practically23 limited only to denoting the original diphthongs ei, ou. 
In proving the monophthongization of the two diphthongs in these dialects only the 
direct criterion (i. e. the existence of spellings E , 0 or I, Y, denoting the original 
diphthongs ei,ou) can be of some importance. - But in the dialects of this type, such 
evidence is really found only in the two mentioned isolated cases of the Laconian 
0edlkag (end of the fifth century) and Lesbian &edlo (the fifth century), in fact 
merely two proper names derived from one and the same stem. It goes without 
saying that these two expressions will not suffice to prove conclusively that mono
phthongization of the diphthong ei occurred in Laconia and Lesbos in the period from 
which each of the two proper names originate, all the more that there are some 
contrary arguments showing either directly or at least indirectly that the diphthongs 
ei, ou did not become monophthongized so soon at least in some of the seven dialects 
of the latter type mentioned above. 
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The diphthongal pronunciation of the diphthong ei may be in all probability 
directly proved as late as the first half of the fourth century B. C. in the Cyprian 
didcct (c. f. we-te-i - FBXEI Schw. 680! /Edalion, ca. 388'1/).24 It is true there are 
objections that already at that time the written -e-i, -o-u could be only an expression 
of historical orthography;25 this supposition, however, lacks a concrete basis. This 
evidence from Cyprian, on the other hand, is of no help in establishing the conditions 
in Arcadian, because both dialects had an independent existence for at least eight 
centuries by that time. 

The second argument, this time an indirect one, is offered by Central Cretan.26 

In this dialect namely, some evidence can be found to prove variations between the 
spellings E Y and OY ranging from the earliest times to the latest.27 Both the early 
realization of this change and the variations lasting for many centuries (cf. 
esp. 'EXova[iv]io> and [^o>]Xova[o>vrai] GDI 50753.45 /Latos-Olus, I p.prior/ beside 
(lioXevoovxai et al. in the same inscription /l. c 2 0/) arc phonetically possible only on the 
supposition that ou had not yet been monophthongized at those timers (at most it 
could have been a glide with a not too energetically articulated first component).28 

Finally, the third argument, again an indirect one, concerns Lesbian and partly 
also Elean, Cyrenaean and perhaps Theran too. In these dialects, at some time in 
the early half of the first millenium, there developed the real diphthongs ai, ei, oi by 
second compensatory lengthening.281 (E. g. the Lesbian preposition elg was pro
nounced as eis at that time, and not as es, as it was the case with the Attic elg.) 
This argument, it is true, does not prove anything directly for the first half of the 
fourth century B. C , because the diphthong ei could have changed by that time. 
In connection with the fact, however, that the described vocalic change can be 
proved almost exclusively in those dialects, in which no independent long e or d 
phoneme of close quality.had developed either by lengthening or by contraction 
or by shifting universal e, 6 to a close position, it is very probable that in the 
di.dects of this type there had existed some closer connection between their simpler 
long-vowel system and the lack of evidence for the ei, ou monophthongization. 
One of the possible explanations might be the fact that in these dialects there 
were no such conditions for monophthongization as existed in those dialects in which 
we succeeded in positively proving it: in the latter ones, the functional loads of the 
four long e and 6 phonemes were not such as not to be capable of receiving a further 
e, o resulting from ei, ou by monophthongization,29 and besides the very existence 
of the special close e, o in most of these dialects had provided a phonemically very 
suitable place for the prospective results of both the above mentioned mono-
phthongizations, all the more as the diphthongs ei, ou, by the very nature of their 
structure, displayed a marked tendency to approach rather the close o, o than the 
open | , Q. 

It follows from what has been, said above that the monophthongization of the 
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diphthongs ei, ou before 350 B. C. cannot be accepted as a proved fact for all the 
Greek dialects. On the other hand, however, the opposite cannot be proved either, 
i. e. that in the seven dialects mentioned above these diphthongs would have certa
inly remained non-monophthongized up to that date. Under the given circumstances, 
at any rate, we should not commit a great inaccuracy if — in analysing the long-
vowel system in Arcadian, Cyprian, Lesbian, Elean, Laconian, Cyrenaean and 
Cretan — we took for granted the existence of the diphthongal phonemes ei and ou 
as late as in the middle of the 4th cent. B. C , not subscribing to the probability 
of their completed monophthongization. 

It may be generally said that the older phonologic differences between the Greek 
dialects (as set forth by the present author in Charisteria Francisco Novotny)30 

concerning the long vowels with e and o quality were not greatly affected by the 
monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou. The Greek dialects essentially remained 
divided into dialects with a long-vowel three-stage system basis and into dialects 
with a four-stage basis,31 and that in substance in the same form into which this old 
division had been transformed after the accomplished equivocalic contraction, and 
in several dialects also after the third compensatory lengthening (type ksenwos > 
> ksenos); as for the establishment of the third compensatory lengthening see the 
table on p. 144. 

All this, however, holds good only on the afore said assumption that, with the 
exception of Boeotian and Thessalian, those dialects, the basis of which remained 
three-staged even after the accomplished equivocalic contraction, probably resisted 
the monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou before 350 B. C. If, however, mono
phthongization did take place in some of these dialects as early as about 350 B. C , 
it meant, of course, the transformation of their system basis into a four-stage one, 
and, consequently, to a certain extent, their levelling of their system with the major
ity of the other dialects. The situation in Boeotian and Thessalian, as we have 
already alluded to, were the more complicated because either of these dialects 
underwent in the course of its development specific narrowing vocalic changes 
indicating a considerable independence of the phonological development of either 
of them. Out of the two dialects, it was only Thessalian, that retained consistently 
its three-stage system;32 on the other hand, in Boeotian, after the monophthong
ization of the diphthongs ei, ou there came into existence a four-stage system basis 
that, in the course of time, became simplified into a three-stage one after the results 
of this monophthongization merged into i, w.33 

From our present analysis, as well as from a similar analysis contained in Char
isteria, there follows a clear conclusion that the contrast in the number of long e 
and o phonemes was of considerable significance for classifying ancient Greek 
dialects. At the same time, it can be taken for granted that the number of these 
phonemes and the total functional loading of all long e and o phonemes in the re-
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spective dialects were closely related factors. From the table on page 144 it can be 
clearly seen that in the dialects with a three-stage basis there occurred fewer vocalic 
changes on the whole from which secondary e, 5 could have resulted than it was the 
case in the dialects in which the system of long-vowels was established on a four-stage 
basis at least in the period of contraction and of third compensatory lengthening. 

Among the dialects of the three-stage type there are found cases very frequently 
when the sources of the secondary e, 6, so abundantly occuring in some other Greek 
dialects, were applied rather sporadically. E . g. this was the case in Lesbian, in which 
e, o developed only by the contraction of e + e, and o -\- o. Somewhat more loaded 
was the universal e, 5 in Arcadian (perhaps side by side with Cyprian) because in 
these two dialects it contained in itself apart from the primary e, o only the second
ary e, 5 developed from e + e, o + o, and further the e, o that came into existence 
as a result of the first compensatory lengthening (the second lengthening did not take 
place here). Similar conditions are found also in Thessalian; it is true that e, o which 
resulted from the monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou also merged into 
the Thessalian universal close 2, 5, but on the other hand Thessalian never knew 
such an important source of origin of the secondary e, o, as were the various kinds 
of compensatory lengthenings in other dialects. Somewhat more loaded than in Thes
salian was the universal e, 5 in Cretan, Boeotian,34 Elean35 and Laconian (it included 
the primary e, o as well as the secondary e, 5 resulting from contraction and the 
first and third compensatory lengthenings /in Cretan/, or from contraction and the 
first two lengthenings /in the remaining three dialects/).35* In contrast to Cretan, 
Laconian and Elean, Boeotian admittedly displays even the monophthongization of 
ei, ou, but as the resulting monophthongs apparently passed fairly quickly into i, u, 
the load of the Boeotian e, 6 (representing the primary e, 6, and the secondary e, o 
arisen by compensatory lengthening or contraction) is about the same as the loads 
of the Cretan, Laconian and Elean universal e, o vowels. Elean, then, was of all these 
three dialects comparatively least affected, as here the final syllable of the word 
often contains a compensatory diphthong (not a monophthong) as a product of the 
second lengthening (e. g. fexa fivaig (= /nvdg) ... xa(x)&vrali; (= -ag) Schw. 4093.4 

/Olympia, VII ex.?/), to say nothing of a further reduction of the load connected 
with the possible existence of the two kinds of Elean e (see Note 20). Among the 
dialects of the three-stage type, the universal e, o was loaded to the greatest degree 
in Cyrenaean,36 this being due to the occurrence of all the three compensatory 
lengthenings in this dialect. 

The load of the Cyrenaean e, o was around 350 B. C. very great indeed and the 
respective total amounts of the functional load of e and o phonemes in the dialects 
with a four-stage basis did not greatly differ from it either.361 In the four-stage group 
of Greek dialects these very amounts were at least originally37 — apart from some 
exceptions — more constant38 and, consequently, the differences between the re-
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spective dialects manifested themselves rather in the degree of the functional load of 
the open g, g in comparison with the close e, 5. Thus e. g. in the Northwestern dialects, 
in Corinthian, Megarian, and Ionic-Attic there occurred a consistent separation of 
the primary e/o and the above-said types of the secondary e/o, and as a result of 
this a high load of e, 3 came into being. (At the same time, however, in Ionic-Attic 
(and especially in Ionic) the frequency of occurrence of the open g was markedly 
strengthened by the result of the vocalic change a > ce > f; in Ionic the close f, $ 
was anyhow strong, too, because the third compensatory lengthening took place here 
as well.) On the other hand, in Argolis, East Aegean Doric (except Cyrene), and in Pam-
phylia the close S, 0 is represented around 350 B. C. much less frequently than in the other 
dialects of the four-stage type, as it is found only for e -f- e, o + o, and partly 
also for the results of the third compensatory lengthening.38 This was caused by the 
late origin of the second mid-vowel series in these dialects. 

By placing the question of the monophthogization of the diphtnogns ei, ou among 
the wider problems of the primary and the secondary Greek e, o there was made 
a further step in discribing the diffrentiation of the Greek dialects, as regards the 
history of the e and 6 members of the Old Greek long-vowel system. Some specific 
sources of the secondary e in Greek, such as the Attic-Ionic change of a > CB > f, 
the opening of Elean e towards a, and the Boeotian g derived form ai have been 
left out of consideration in this paper. We shall make an attempt, however, to solve 
these problems in another paper, namely in connection with the analysis of the 
entire Old Greek system of long vowels. 

N O T E S 

1 Soe J. S. Lasso de la Vega, Sobre la hiatoria de las vocales largas en griego, Emerita 24 (1956), 
261-293. 

2 Cf. Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I 194, and most recently W. S. Allen, Some Remarks on the 
Structure of Greek Vowel System, Word 15 (1959), 240—251, esp. 247, where the author points 
out that „ b y the time of the adoption of the Attic-Ionic alphabet, at least some of the dialects 
(which did not distinguish two series of long mid vowels — A. B.) may hare acquired a second 
mid-vowel series, resulting from the monophthongization of ei/ou > c/o". This wording shows 
that Allen probably does not exclude, on the other hand, also the possibility of some of the 
dialects having ei/ou as late as by the time of the adoption of the Attic-Ionic alphabet. 

3 See A. Barton&c, The Problem of the Primary and the Secondary e, o in Ancient Greek 
Dialects, Charisteria Francisco Novotary, Praha 1962, 79-92. 

4 See Bechtel, Griech. Dial. II 214. 
5 Schw. = E. Schwyzer, Dialectorum Graecarum exempla epigraphica potiora = P. Corner— 

E. Schwyzer, Delectus inscriptionum Graecarum propter dialectum memorabilium,3 Lipsiae 1923. 
' According to Thumb—Scherer, Handbuch der griech. Dial. II 2 , Heidelberg 1959, p. 291. 
' We do not take into consideration such forms as dcoged (occurring instead of Scogsid since 

5th cent. B. C ) , as they do not testify to any ordinary monophthongization. 
8 Milet = Th. Wiegand, Milet, Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen und Untersuchungen seit dem 

Jahre 1899, Berlin 1913... 
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' For other evidence consult Meisterhans, Gramm. der att. Inschriften,3 besorgt von Schwyzer, 
Berlin 1900, p. 63, Note 538 (see here esp. the reservations concerning /J3v; as for this problem, 
cf. also Schwyzer, Griech. Gram. I 577, Note 7). 

1 0 According to Thumb—Scherer 291. 
1 1 G D I = Collitz—Bechtel, Sammlnng der griechischen Dialektinschriften, Gottingen 1884— 

1915. 
1 2 Consequently, we shall avoid forms which may have been influenced by Koine. 
1 3 For Megarian, East Aegean Doric, Thessalian, Boeotian and Pamphylian see the respective 

pages in Thumb—Kieckers,Handb\ich der griech. Dial. I s , Heidelberg 19Z2,a,ndinThumb—Scherer. 
1 4 But in Cyrenaean there occurs only E I and oven that only exceptionally (see the pro-

b'ematic Theran-Cyrena?an naioeXxai Abh. d. preuss. Ak. d. W. 1925, No. 5, p. 21 sqq., IT 4 f t 

6'yKLOV. Theraoorum a viro Cyrenaico incisum, IV/ beside the really Cyrenaean diicfjxai Sit-
zungsber. d. preuss. Ak. d. W. 1927, No. 19, p. 155 sqq., A 3 9 / I V ex./; that is why in regard to 
nawEvzai the possible Theran authenticity cannot be excluded). — The form xQeifievog Sitzungs-
ber. . . . 1927, No. 19, p. 155 sqq., A 2 (IV ex.) is probably Delphian (see Thumb — Kieckers 181, 
and Buck 3 124). Cf. also Note 21. 

1 5 Bosotian shows no O Y for the secondary 0 arisen by compensatory lengthening or contract
ion, as it preserves both the primary and the secondary 6 in long mid position (cf. TCO 'AnoAhuyvog = 
= Attic rov 'AnoUtovog in Schw. 4673 /Thebes, between 355 and 340/). The secondary e, on the 
other hand, occupied in the course of time at first the position of the close e (e. g. %ei(A)tas 1. c 1 6 ) 
and later, since the end of 3rd cent. B. C , the position of % (e. g. Ila/jnCgao Schv;. 506 u /Lebadeia; 
III* pars post./). 

1 3 In Pamphylian no E I for the secondary e is established. On the other hand, O Y occurs 
for o + o in late forms, such as &OQ6IOIOV (Lanckoronski, Les villes de la Pamphilie et de la 
Pisidie I, Paris 1890, No. 873 and 902 /II*/). Cf. also the spelling Y in dgyvov G D I 12604, 12615 

(Aspendos,?), etc. In all the above-mentioned specimens the influence of Koine is possible, but 
hard to prove. 

1 7 Cf. Bechtel I 217 and Thumb—Scherer 23. 
1 8 Bean = G. E. Bean, Jahrb. fiir klcinasiatische Forschung 2 (1952 — 1953), 201 sqq. 
1 3 The signs H , Q were, on the other hind, exclusively used do denote either the long open \, 5 

or the long mid e, 5. 
2 0 In Elean, however, the existence of the two kinds of e cannot be excluded: the primary e 

is sometimes writton by the sign A (e. g. fgdrga, and la = Attic elr) /very often/) whereas the 
secondary e resulting from compensatory lengthening or contraction is never recorded in this way. 

2 1 In regard to the sometimes assumed two kinds of e/6 vowels in Cyrenaean and in Central 
Cretan see Charisteria F . Novotny. 86 sq. Cf. also our Note 14. 

2 2 Even in Thessalian and Boeotian the sounds e, 6 resulting from compensatory lengthening 
(in Boeotian only) or contraction (in both the dialects) merged with the primary e, 6. But 
in the course of time Thess. e, 6 was shifted to f, Q, and Boet. e to c. 

2 3 For sporadic Cyrenaean E I see Note 14. 
2 4 The form a-ro-u-ra = aoovqa Schw. 679 l 0 (Edalion, ca. 450") is considerably older and 

therefore inconclusive for the period about 350 B. C. 
2 5 Cf. Schwyzer, G G I 194. 
2 3 Cf. Schwyzer, 1. c. 
2 7 Cf. Bechtel II 661. 
2 8 Schioyzer, G G 1194, also points out that the original ou is never represented by O in Delphi; 

this, of course, does not prove that Delphian ou remained unmonophthongized until the adoption 
of the Ionic alphabet. 
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2 8 * See the respective pages in Thumb—Kieckers and Thumb—Scherer. 
2 9 A systematic analysis of these problems may be found here on p. 139 sqq. 
3 0 According to the hypothesis explained in Charisteria, a decisive systemic differentiation 

concerning the number and the quality of the e, 6 vowels may have taken place as early as at the 
time of the first compensatory lengthening (type esmi > emi). At the time of their emergence 
the e and 5 sounds that had arisen in this way were likely of rather different qualities according 
to the various dialects. In some Greek dialects these vowels became phonemically identical with 
the primary e, o (which was apparently the case in Arcadian /and perhaps in Cyprian, too/, then 
in La:!onian, Elean, Cretan, Boeotian, Pamphylian, Argolic and in East Aegean Doric), the actual 
quality of this universal, essentially more taxed e, o being not a matter of major importance for us. 
Or else this newly arisen secondary e, 6 assumed the place of a new independent e or o phonome, 
whose characteristic feature was for sure a close quality (this situation existed most likely in the 
r:s3t of the Greek dialects, with the exception of Thessalian and Lesbian, in which the first 
compensatory lengthening did not take place). This prooess reoccurred afterwards in the later 
typos of the compensatory lengthening and also in the course of the equivocalic contraction 
e + e, o •(- o, even though the quality of the resulting long vowel may have been influenced in 
eaoh type of the just-mentioned phonic changes by the co-existing quality of the short g, !> in 
any of the dialects. This was most likely the cause giving rise to the close e, p, produced by 
contraction or partly by the third lengthening in Pamphylian, Argolic and East Aegean Doric 
(as for Cyrene — and also the most ancient Crete — see Charisteria), in opposition to the 
f, 5, originating here from the 1st, or partly the 2nd compensatory lengthening (the situation 
in Argos with its open outcome of the third lengthening was different in this detail only). As to 
these dialects, ono may adhere to Vega's opinion, who believed in a special, somewhat more close 
outcome of the e and 6 equivocalic contraction, and Argos excepting even of the latest compens
atory lengthening. In the other dialects, however, one should assume that the resulting vowel 
of the e or 6 shade simply always found its place in the existing long-vowel system. 

3 1 The terms ..three-stage basis" and ,.four-stage basis" refer here to the theoretical number 
of stages of aperture as assumed for the period following the accomplishment of the compensatory 
lengthenings and of the contractions. 

3 2 In contradiction to Lusso ile, la Vegi, Emorit.a 24 (1956), 273, wc have taken for granted 
that the Thessalian diphthongs ei, ou were monophthongized only after the Thessalian pair of 
the universal long mid e, 6 vowels (representing the primary, and the secondary e, 6 arisen by 
contraction) had passed into close e, p. In our opinion, therefore, no Thessalian system com
prising two series of e, 6 vowels had ever existed. 

3 3 It has to be added, however, that before 350 B. C. a similar narrowing affecting either 
ei or ou occured even in some of those dialects whose system of long vowels had been markedly 
four-staged as early as either in the period of first compensatory lengthening or in that of the 
e -)- e, o - j - o contraction. Nevertheless, in contradistinction to Boeotian it was not only the e, p 
resulting from the monophthongization of ei, ou, that underwent complete narrowing in these 
dialects, but also the e. 5 that was formed by compensatory lengthening or contraction. (In 
Boeotian, on the other hand, the e, o of the latter origin was part of the universal e, 6 and had 
been clearly separated from the completely narrowed results of the ei, ou monophthongization 
still by 350 B. C. and certainly even later; see Ruiperez, Word 12 (1956), 77.) Before 350, 
the above-mentioned phenomenon is found among the basically four-stage dialects, as far as the 
change eije > % is concerned, in Argolic (only in Argos; cf. reXtro, dipaiQlaOai Schw. 83 A 1 3 , 
B 6 /Argos, ca. 450*/), and in regard to the change ou/p > u, in Corinthian (cf. 'AxiMeovg — 
= 'Axdfevg Schw. 121, 4 /Corinthus, VII*?/) and also in Attic (cf. the above-mentioned fact, 
that about 350 B. C. Boeotian borrowed the graphic spelling O Y for its u apparently through 
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Attic) and in Ionic (e. g. Efigvodeveovs = -evt; GDI 5711, /Samoa, IV/); on the other hand, 
the Pamphylian forms, the examples of which were given in Note 16, as well as the isolated Del
phian no(i)evoa = noi&ovaa (cf. Riisch, Gramm. der delph. Inschriften I, Berlin 1914, p. 139) or 
eovvdgov in Paean Delphicus 5 /II*/ (see Collectanea Alexandrina, Oxford 1925, p. 141 sqq.) testify-
only to a later replacement of oujd by u. — In consequence, there is no doubt that at least the 
four-stage long-vowel systems of Argolic, Corinthian, Attic and Ionic were somewhat affected 
by this phenomenon. But owing to the absence of records testifying to a complete narrowing 
before 350 B . C. of both the close I and the close o in each of these dialects, it can hardly be 
maintained that a complete transformation of the four-stage long-vowel system into a three-stage 
one had taken place in them as early as about 350 L . C. 

3 4 In Boeotian, of course, the originally universal e was shifted to a close I after the open f 
had arisen from ai about 400 B . C . , the earliest examples of the latter phenomenon being rJeAear^os 
and 'AoioTt)xii.oc, IG VII 2427 1 1 5 /Thebes, IV pars prior/. (The older spelling with A E , e. g., zae 
Ad/uargi Schw. 475 /Plataiai, VI/V"/, could at most be interpreted as pointing to a glide-di
phthong). Anyhow, the existence of open \ in the Boeotian system of about 350 B . C. in no way 
affects the functional load of the Boeotian originally universal e, 6. 

3 5 With the proviso alluded to in Note 20. 
3 5 * One must admit, nevertheless, that the occurrence of the third lengthening was not as 

frequent as that of the second lengthening, so that the loads of Cretan e, o were somewhat smaller 
than the loads esp. of Boeotian and Laconian. This holds good, however, only for Central Cretan, 
as in the remaining regions of Crete also the second lengthening took place, even if only medially. 

a t With the proviso alluded to in Notes 14 and 21. 
>•• No doubt, if we had taken for proved monophthongization of ei, cm in all the „ three - s tage" 

dialects as early as before 350 B . C , the Laconian e, o vowels would be as much loaded as e. g. 
those of the „four-stage" Megarian, the respective total amounts of the functional loads of 
Cyrenaean e or 6 being at the same time still greater. 

3 7 In Argolic, Corinthian, Attic and Ionic all the following arguments hold good only in 
regard to the period preceding their one-sided change of ei/g > I and ozt/3 > u (see Note 33). 
Simultaneously with this liquidation of either e or 8 it was the functional load of either the 
phoneme i or u that after this period considerably increased in the dialects concerned. (In 
Attic-Ionic, however, the resulting u was loaded so heavily as to bring about the shift of the 
original u to y (and at the same time even that of u to y). 

3 8 There were even here admittedly some divergencies caused i) by the presence of the third 
compensatory lengthening (in Ionic, East Aegean Doric and in West Argolic /Argos and its neigh
bourhood/); ii) by the absence of the second lengthening either in all positions of the word 
(Argolic), or at least finally (East Aegean Doric); iii) by the Attic-Ionic change o > ce > | . 

3 6 Among the just-mentioned dialects this fully applies only to non-Cyrenaean East Aegean 
Doric, West Argolic having open §, § as the results of the third lengthening, and East Argolic as 
well as Pamphylian being without the third lengthening. 

4 0 We do not take here into consideration the possible existence of the two kinds of Elean 
I referred to in Note 20. 

Translated by B. Pavlik 

10 01-93 
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P O Z N A M K T K C H R O N O L O G I I M O N O F T O N G I Z A C E 

D V O J H L A S E K et, ou v S T A R E R E C T I N E 

Ganek navazuje na stat The Problem of the Primary and Secondary e, 6 in Ancient Greek 
Dialects, uvefejnenou ve'sborniku Charisteria Francisco Novotny, Praha 1962, v niz se za nej-
dulczitejai diferencni samohlaskovou izoglosu v historii feckych dialektu poklada pfemena 
pfedpokladaneho prafeckeho trojstupnoveho systemu dlouhych samohlasek v system 6tyf-
stupriovy — jak k teto pfemcne doslo nekdy kolem r. 1000 pf. n. 1. v severozapadnich dialektech, 
v korintsko-megarske a v ionsko-atticke oblasti v souvislosti 9 novym, sekundarnim e, 6, vzniklym 
tzv. prvnim nahradnim dlouzenim (typ esmi > Imi), dale jak se pozdeji v teze oblasti ona inovace 
utvrdila po realizaci druheho nahradniho dlouzeni (typ ens > es) a jak se nakonec roziifila 
v souvislosti s tfetim nahradnim dlouzenim (typ ksenwos > kslnos), a hlavne se stejnovokalickym 
stahovanim e + e, o -+- o pfi nejmengim jeite do Argolidy, Pamfylie a do vychodni d6rske Egeidy. 

V tomto clanku se pak mMeme pfesvedfiit, ie onen starjr systemovy rozdil mezi feckymi 
dialekty nebyl patrne pfed r. 350 pf. n. 1. v zasade narusen ani tendenci k monoftongizaci dvoj
hlasek ei, ou. Kde2to totiz doposud se obvykle pokladala tato monoftongizace apriorne za jev, 
ktery probehl ve vsech feckych dialektech jiz pfed pfevzetim jednotne ionske abecedy, plync 
naopak z rozboru materialu, ktery autor v tomto clanku sebral, ie zcela pozitivne lze prokazat 
pro dobu pfed r. 350 pf. n. 1. monoftongizaci dvojhlasek ei, ou pouze v tech dialektech, v nichz 
se zcela bezpecne jiz dfive bud vyvinulo vedle puvodniho universalniho e, 6 nove, zavfend e, o 
jako vysledek nahradniho dlouzeni nebo stejnovokalickeho stahovani (v ionsko-attickych dialek
tech, pamfylstine, severozapadnich dialektoch, korintstine, megarstine, argolstine a v dialektech 
z vychodni d6rske Egeidy /az snad na kyrenStinu/ anebo v nichz vzniklo zavfene I, 0 jakkoli 
motivovanym posunutim universalniho e, 6 do zavfene polohy (v thesalstine a bojotstine; 
v bojotstine se ovsem zuzovalo jen e, kdezto 0 zustavalo stale ve sve stfedni poloze). Naproti 
tomu v dialektech, v nichz nelze pfed r. 350 bezpecne prokazat fonematicky samostatne 
zavfene c, 5 vznikle nekterym z techto zpusobu, nelze pfed timto datem zcela najisto pocitat 
ani s monoftongizaci dvojhlasek ei, ou jako s nejakym dokazanym faktem (to plati pro arkadstinu, 
kyperstinu, lesbictinu, elejStinu, lakonstinu, a patrne i pro kretstinu a kyrenstinu). 

Jak je vidno, mely tedy ony stare rozdily v poctu dkmhovokalickych fonemu zna£ne veliky 
klasifikacni vyznam je-stS i kolem r. 350 pf. n. 1. Pfitom lze zaroveft pokladat za velmi pravde-
podobne i to, ze pocet dlouhych e-ovych a o-ovych fonemu na jedne strane a celkove funkeni 
zatizeni vsech techto fonemu dohromady na strane druhe byly v torn ci onom nafeci velifiiny, 
ktere byly vzdy navzajem v tSsne souvislosti. Z pfipojene tabulky je totii dobfe patrno, ie se 
v nafecich s trojstupiiovym dlouhovokalickym zakladem (tj. v dialektech, v nichz nikdy ne-
vznikalo nahradnim dlouzenim ani stejnovokalickym stahovanim druhe fonematicky samo
statne c, 0) uplatnilo vcelku men§i mnozstvi hlaskovych zmen vedoucich k vzniku sekundar-
niho e, 0, nez tomu bylo v dialektech, v nichz byl system dlouhych vokalu zalozen po provedeni 
ruznych druhu nahradniho dlouzeni a po provedenem stejnovokalickem stahovani na zaklade 
cty f stupiiovem. 


